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Growth Industries to Target
for Job Search/Career

Progression
By  K a t hy  B o r n h e ime r  
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Support of the following material is reinforced by CareerBuilder.com

(Plans for 2004), Office of Employment Projections within the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and locally in Wisconsin, the

Department of Workforce Development, Workforce Planning Section.
While most think of low wage/low skill service jobs in these industries,
there’s a definite IT role in all of them.

TOP INDUSTRIES FOR JOB GROWTH

Healthcare: Do Not just think of the direct patient side of this
industry; remember it is a business, with all of the business functions
of any organization.

Retail: The benefits of this industry are opportunities whether it is
e-commerce or “brick and motor”.

Construction: There is growth in both new construction and retro.
How many of you have been to Las Vegas lately? This city reeks of
construction opportunities and all of the supporting industries.

Hospitality: This includes lodging, restaurant, and entertainment. The
airline industry can also come under this category, not just transportation.

Sales and Marketing: With the advent of Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), as a tracking system for a manager, comes an
entirely new arena of potential employment for IT professionals in
development, training and support.

Administrative: Yes, I am including these positions for future IT pro-
fessionals! This is the best avenue for students getting into the field.

Finance: With attractive interest rates, technical jobs are in demand
for all banking related fields. The insurance field can come under this
category or healthcare.

Education: Online degrees and courses have “exploded” in the last 5
years. Students’ dependency on computerized functions and the mas-
sive data flow in the normal functions of an educational institution
affects this industry. Many of the non-traditional institutions (Kaplan,
University of Phoenix, etc.) will need part-time online faculty.

BASIC AND VALUE ADDED SKILLS NEEDED FOR
EMPLOYMENT SUCCESS

Timing and your qualifications are always factors in job search or
career advancement. The obvious consideration is matching your tech-
nology skills to their systems. Integration of PC technology into all
platforms will always be there. If a Mid-range or Mainframe profes-
sional is lagging behind in PC or Web functions, continuing
training/education is necessary.

In addition to technical skills, communication skills are necessary,
both written and oral. How many of the readers of this magazine have
written “tips sheets” for end users? How many have had the responsi-
bility of training the end users on a new system or procedure? As an
end user, this columnist knows first hand the frustration of being
trained by a developer who does not speak the same language. Are you
able to break out of “techie-speak” and communicate to a sales repre-
sentative, customer service or the CFO of your organization?

Most Mainframe opportunities are still with the larger operations.
Keep current on business news. This will assist you in timing aspect of
employment success. Start reading the Wall Street Journal, the
Business section of your local paper and publications such as the
Business Journal. Both the Wall Street Journal and Business Journal
are regional or specific to area. For your local Business Journal simply
go to www.bizjournals.com and choose the desired city. These are great
tools if you are conducting a “remote job search”. You need to know
the business community if you are relocating. You can also subscribe
to on-line versions or daily email updates without cost. You need to
know what these larger organizations are doing. Often major technolo-
gy issues are reported since they are news worthy.

In the Business Journal of Greater Milwaukee there was an extensive
article regarding the millions of dollars the four major healthcare
organizations were spending on technology upgrades. This is the time
to connect for potential employment. While some of the information
will pertain to decisions already made, other areas of implementation
or projects could mean employment opportunities. Most IT consultants
routinely keep abreast of these issues. The “average” IT professional
needs to apply the same technique. Think in these terms regarding tim-
ing; the more that you do, the more likely you will be in the right place
at the right time.

Now let’s go back to the growth industries with some more details.

HEALTHCARE

I’m following the basic premise stated by my mother in the ‘60’s
when I was but a child (remember, back in those days women’s
employment options were nursing, teaching or secretarial); “Become
a nurse; there will always be sick people”. Well, that is even truer
today! In fact, as Americans live longer, healthcare is even more crit-
ical. In addition, peripheral industries are resulting because of this
trend, including Assisted Living, Hospice, third party services (such
as in-home care, lawn service, and “meals on wheels”) and even the
construction industry.
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Remember that these businesses need to make money (even the non-
profits). They are all processing massive amounts of data. There are
major systems and infrastructure concerns to consider for efficiencies
and quality. In other words, they have to do it fast and correctly or mil-
lions of dollars will be lost.

In you have no experience in healthcare you could still be a good fit.
Although some systems or programs are industry-specific, many gen-
eralities or proprietary systems still require specific training. One of the
best organizations that I work with in Milwaukee is the Medical
College of Wisconsin. Not only is it growing but it fits into both
Healthcare and Education industries. This organization also has one of
the most progressive and “applicant friendly” recruiting system. The
Human Resources department is staffed by professionals with techni-
cal skills and strong communication skills. Their Website is also very
informative. The job seeker has access to detailed job descriptions and
minimum pay rates for each position. Their address is www.mcw.edu,
for employment opportunities you can go to www.mcw.edu/hr. This
will lead you to the “summary” section of opportunities. If you click on
the highlighted positions, you will be routed to the detailed description.
The benefit of this system is that you will learn that job title is second-
ary to requirements/qualifications and job duties. This will help you to
determine what jobs you match to increase your chance of success.
Research organizations to find these types of systems.

RETAIL

The two that I am the most familiar with are Kohl’s Department
Stores and Walgreen’s. We have a strong partnering relation with
them at Bryant & Stratton College. Over the past two years I have
learned their system and why they recruit the way they do. These
companies are in the growth stage of their life cycle. This affords
great job opportunities, but adaptability and flexibility are required
traits. E-Commerce plays a vital role with both of these organizations
along with new store construction.

While Walgreen’s is headquartered in Deerfield, IL and most IT
functions are there; IT functions are now at the various district offices.
Both organizations have massive distribution and logistic issues that
involve IT. There is also a subsidiary of Walgreen’s; Walgreen’s
Healthcare Initiatives. This subsidiaryaddresses new business due to
the aging American population.

According to Ronnie Heite, a store manager in Milwaukee and a
phenomenal recruiter, Walgreen’s have mapped out the retirement fac-
tor for all of their staff and are recruiting to “keep the pipelined filled”.

This type of growth and progressive recruiting are desirable for pro-
fessionals seeking good opportunities.

CONSTRUCTION

This industry crosses over to Healthcare, Retail, Hospitality, Finance
and somewhat Education. Construction includes commercial and residen-
tial and the industries that support it. Two overlooked support industries are
based in Wisconsin: Kohler Corporation and Bemis Manufacturing. Bemis
supports Kohler and they are both major corporations. Kohler is one of the
major manufacturers of bathroom fixtures (residential and commercial)
and Bemis is one of the essential manufacturers of toilet seats! This is not
exactly a glamorous product but a definite necessity.

Looking at the big picture consider construction’s relationship with
expansion in sports facilities, theme parks, hotel/motel, casinos, retail

stores (or malls), hospitals, retirement communities, etc. one can see
how transferable skills play a strong role. Crossover occurs frequently.
Never say to yourself or people helping you network; “But I have no
experience in …”. Keep an open mind and look at the similarities and
your core skills. Always remember that you should keep adaptability
and strong communication skills on your list of traits!

FINANCE

Everyone knows that on-line financial transactions are here to stay.
Security is the hottest topic in this area. We all know about or we have
read horror stories regarding identity theft, erroneous transfers that
deplete your accounts (checking or savings), or spam emails that
request confidential information on your bank/investment accounts.
More recently (6/04), an employee at AOL was arrested for selling
thousands of customer’s information to a third party.

Organizations are always seeking more effective, faster and user
friendly systems for their employees and customers. If the system can
be the reliable “workhorse”, fewer people are needed in personal cus-
tomer service and the organization saves on payroll expenses.

All companies in this category need the latest most accurate data that
can be gathered and reported quickly electronically. Development,
implementation and support systems are in continual need.

SALES AND MARKETING

This is interwoven in all industries. Automated systems to support
the human element are needed to increase sales. Managing processes
and people must be automated in large organizations for management
to evaluate success and to support their field personnel. Bar coding is
just the start of this phenomenon.

A major aspect of an IT professional being successful here is their
ability to relate to the end user. A factor not always considered is that
a successful sales or marketing person can have a very different style
of processing information than you. If you can display abilities to
relate to that end-user, you will be a valuable commodity. As a tech-
nical recruiter for IT, I knew that if I had a candidate with strong tech-
nical abilities and a good communicator, I had “money in the bank”.
I knew that I would be able to place that candidate and collect a fee!
Our IT manager at the Milwaukee campus of Bryant & Stratton
College has those qualities. He consistently displays these skills to
staff and students alike. He possesses one of the strongest skills any
professional should have; being able to adapt to the level of the end-
user (way to go Mike!).

Finally, I am going to address the administrative aspect of job
search/career progression. This section is for all readers who are still in
school or those who are teaching at the post secondary level.

One of the best ways to get a career going and really learn about
the IT field is to take positions as an administrative assistant. You
will obtain great experience in using the latest in office technology
and gain true appreciation of good IT people who support your
functions. A student can also learn first hand how to evaluate a com-
pany’s corporate culture and what they still need to obtain that first
professional position.

The obvious department to seek employment in is the IT department.
A student can gain first hand knowledge through observation and by
asking who, what, how and why questions to the staff. A major may
even mentor them to assist in their progression.
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At Bryant & Stratton College we always encourage our students,
regardless of gender (yes, men can be administrative assistants, too!)
to seek these positions once they’ve completed the required IT course
that focuses on MS Office products. These positions go beyond
answering the telephone and “typing”. Data base usage, interpersonal
communication skills and Internet abilities are basic requirements for
these jobs.

Remember in the May/June column regarding Offshore outsourcing
and tune into the business aspect of an Information Technology depart-
ment. Understanding those concepts will help you become a proactive
professional in advancing your career or seeking employment stability.
Research the world of business while refining your technical skills.
There is no longer a separation; one goes with the other. A manager
must feel confident in your ability to see the business side of IT and you
will have more protection from losing your job.  

Kathy Bornheimer works with the internship pro-
gram at Bryant & Stratton College in Milwaukee
and is the author of The Street Smart Approach
to Job Search. She has over 20 years of experience
in recruitment and career coaching.


